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INTRODUCTIONS 



Is it ever ok to analyze something less 
than full buildout as the “envelope” of 
development? When and why?  

How can you do it defensibly? 

Christian: legal framework 

Joanna: methodology 

Andrew: practitioner experience 
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WHAT IS THIS PANEL ABOUT? 



• Maximum buildout 
• Full buildout 
• Theoretical buildout 
• Long-term buildout 

Maximum development of every 
parcel allowable based on planning 
policy and regulations 

 

• Horizon development 
• Projected development 
• 2035 development  
• Near term buildout 

Something less than full buildout;  
the amount of development that is 
“reasonably foreseeable” within the 
lifetime of the plan.  
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TERMINOLOGY 



c 

Disclosure of 
Impacts 

Identify 
Mitigation 

Reduce 
Impacts 

Accountability 
5 

PURPOSES OF CEQA 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Inform the government and public about a proposed activity’s potential environmental impacts; Identify ways to reduce, or avoid, environmental damage.Prevent environmental damage by requiring project changes via alternatives or mitigation measures when feasible; and Disclose to the public the rationale for governmental approval of a project that may significantly impact the environment. 
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c 

“Project”? 

Exempt? 

Document 

THREE STEPS OF CEQA 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Is the activity a “project?”Discretionary action undertaken or approved by government“[M]ay cause either a direct physical change in the environment, or a reasonably foreseeable indirect physical change in the environment.” (21065.)If not a project your done.  CEQA doesn’t apply. If you are a project you go to the next step
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PROJECT LEVEL EIR 

 “The degree of specificity required in an EIR will 
correspond to the degree of specificity involved in 
the underlying activity which is described in the 
EIR[¶]... An EIR on a construction project will 
necessarily be more detailed in the specific effects 
of the project than will be an EIR on the adoption of 
a local general plan....” (Guidelines § 15146.) 

 A “Project EIR” examines the impacts of a specific 
development project.  (Guidelines § 15161) 
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PROGRAM LEVEL EIR 

 Prepared for a series of actions that can be 
characterized as one large project 

 Includes projects related to adoption of plans.  

 Vehicle to analyze broad policy considerations and 
program-wide mitigation measures at a time of 
greater flexibility.  (Guidelines § 15168(b).)  

 If a later activity is within the scope of the program 
or plan, you can streamline the environmental 
review of later activities.   
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ANALYSIS OF IMPACTS 

 An EIR must analyze both the direct physical 
changes to the environment resulting from a project 
as well as the “reasonably foreseeable” indirect 
environmental impacts of a project.  (Guidelines § 
15064(d).) 

 Indirect impacts, such as those that could result 
from a legislative planning action, do not include 
speculative impacts or impacts that are unlikely to 
occur.  (Guidelines § 15064(d)(3).) 
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ANALYSIS OF IMPACTS 

 An EIR for actions such as a “the adoption or 
amendment of a comprehensive zoning ordinance or 
a local general plan should focus on the secondary 
effects “that can be expected to follow” from that 
action.  (CEQA Guidelines § 15146(b) [emphasis 
added].) 

 An “EIR is not required to engage in speculation in 
order to analyze a ‘worst case scenario.’”  (Napa 
Citizens for Honest Government v. Napa County Bd. 
of Supervisors (2001) 91 Cal.App.4th 342, 373.) 
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ANALYSIS OF IMPACTS 

 “It has long been recognized that premature 
attempts to evaluate effects that are uncertain 
to occur or whose severity cannot reliably be 
measured is ‘a needlessly wasteful drain of 
the public fisc.’” (Environmental Council of 
Sacramento v. City of Sacramento (2006) 142 
Cal.App.4th 1018.) 
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ANALYSIS OF IMPACTS 

 “an EIR must include an analysis of the environmental effects 
of future expansion or other action if:  

 (1) it is a reasonably foreseeable consequence of the 

initial project; and  

 (2) the future expansion or action will be significant in 

that it will likely change the scope or nature of the initial 

project or its environmental effects. ”  

(Laurel Heights Improvement Assn. v. Regents of University 

of California (1988) 47 Cal.3d 376.) 
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WHAT IS SUBSTANTIAL 
EVIDENCE? 

 Includes facts, reasonable inferences based on 
facts, expert opinion based on facts. 

 Does not include argument, speculation, 
unsubstantiated opinion, erroneous information. 
(CEQA § 21080(e); Guidelines § 15384.) 

 A reasonable buildout assumption, reflecting 
impacts “expected” to occur as a result of a 
planning action, should be supported by substantial 
evidence. 
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CASE LAW EXAMPLES 
ROUND VALLEY ALLIANCE V. COUNTY OF INYO (2007) 157 

CAL.APP.4TH 1437 

 Zoning applicable to a residential subdivision project 
arguably permitted accessory dwelling units by right.  

 The court held that the EIR was not required to have 
analyzed the environmental impacts associated with 
those potential secondary units. 

 “Even if the building of some second units might be 
foreseeable, it is impossible to predict how many units 
will be built, the size of such units, on which lots they 
might be built, their location within a lot, the visibility 
of a second unit from outside the subdivision, or how 
such units might impact the environment.”  

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Enabling by right does not per se require.
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CASE LAW EXAMPLES 
MOLANO V. CITY OF 

GLENDALE (2009) 2009 WL 428800 

Specific Plan EIR not required to 
analyze maximum buildout.  

EIR determined reasonable buildout 
scenario based on parcels likely to 
redevelop and reasonable densities on 
those parcels using market analyses. 
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BUT SEE . . . 

Bozung v. LAFCO (1975) 13 Cal. 3d 263 

City of Carmel-by-the-Sea v. County of 
Monterey (1986) 183 Cal.App.3d 229 

City of Redlands v. County of San Bernardino 
(2002) 96 Cal.App.4th 398 

San Joaquin Raptor Rescue Center v. County 
of Merced (2007) 149 Cal.App.4th 647 
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PROS OF REASONABLE 
BUILDOUT 

Overestimating development exaggerates 
potential impacts and scares the community. 

May lead to alteration of land plan that does 
not meet community ’s long term needs due to 
misperception of the impacts of the proposed 
plan. 

Overestimating buildout leads to over-
mitigating.  
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CONS OF REASONABLE 
BUILDOUT 

 The comment will come that assumptions 
underestimate impacts. 

May reduce opportunities for streamlining and 
tiering. 

Might be better to bite bullet on opposition to 
growth.  



Do a full EIR (not a Neg Dec) 

CEQA requires analysis of full buildout 
- “the whole of the action.”  

Horizon development assumptions are 
too low 

Analyzing horizon development 
misleads public and decision-makers 
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ANTICIPATE CONCERNS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We will show you how to estimate horizon development, document your assumptions, and provide a clear and complete project description to be well-prepared to respond to these comments. 



Must be defensible (more on this 
next)  

Err on the side of overestimating 
(but not grossly) 

Check against benchmarks and 
adjust if necessary 
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FORECAST CAREFULLY 



Pipeline projects 
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USE – AND DOCUMENT! - DATA 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This goes back to Christian’s point about the need for “substantial evidence” and the Glendale case law. Market – ok to use market analysis from nearby communities, assuming they are similar enough. Christian – animate it so that items on list come up on click – w picture?
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PIPELINE 
PROJECTS  



Pipeline projects 

Adopted Specific Plans  
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USE – AND DOCUMENT! - DATA 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This goes back to Christian’s point about the need for “substantial evidence” and the Glendale case law. Market – ok to use market analysis from nearby communities, assuming they are similar enough. Christian – animate it so that items on list come up on click – w picture?
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ADOPTED 
SPECIFIC 
PLANS 



Pipeline projects 

Adopted Specific Plans  

Permit history – rate, density 
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USE – AND DOCUMENT! - DATA 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This goes back to Christian’s point about the need for “substantial evidence” and the Glendale case law. Market – ok to use market analysis from nearby communities, assuming they are similar enough. Christian – animate it so that items on list come up on click – w picture?
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PERMIT 
HISTORY 
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Figure 1:  Building Permits in Vacaville by Unit Type, 2000-
2009     

Single Family Units 2+ Multifamily Units
Note: 
(a) 2010 data was not included because only partial data is available. 

PERMIT 
HISTORY 



Pipeline projects 

Adopted Specific Plans  

Permit history – rate, density 

Demographics – past and future  
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USE – AND DOCUMENT! - DATA 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This goes back to Christian’s point about the need for “substantial evidence” and the Glendale case law. Market – ok to use market analysis from nearby communities, assuming they are similar enough. Christian – animate it so that items on list come up on click – w picture?
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Pipeline projects 

Adopted Specific Plans  

Permit history – rate, density 

Demographics – past and future  

Market analyses 
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USE – AND DOCUMENT! - DATA 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This goes back to Christian’s point about the need for “substantial evidence” and the Glendale case law. Market – ok to use market analysis from nearby communities, assuming they are similar enough. Christian – animate it so that items on list come up on click – w picture?



Population 16,769 
Households 5,700 
  Family HHs 72% 
  Non-Family HHs 28% 
Average HH Size 2.78 
Household Income   
  Less than $75,000 60% 
  $75,000 to $150,000 33% 
  $150,000 or More 7% 
  Median Income $63,723 
Race / Ethnicity   
  White 54% 
  Hispanic 26% 
  African American 10% 
  Asian 4% 
  Other 6% 
Age   
  Under 18 25% 
  18 to 64 65% 
  65+ 10% 
PM Peak Traffic Count a 5,268 

 
Can be from 
other s imilar  
jur isdict ions  

31 

MARKET 
ANALYSES 



Pipeline projects 

Adopted Specific Plans  

Permit history – rate, density 

Demographics – past and future  

Market analyses 

Industry rules of thumb 
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USE – AND DOCUMENT! - DATA 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This goes back to Christian’s point about the need for “substantial evidence” and the Glendale case law. Market – ok to use market analysis from nearby communities, assuming they are similar enough. Christian – animate it so that items on list come up on click – w picture?
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PAST PERFORMANCE ≠ FUTURE RESULTS  
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PAST PERFORMANCE ≠ FUTURE RESULTS  



 Pipeline projects 

 Adopted Specific Plans  

 Permit history – rate, density 

 Demographics – past and future  

 Market analyses 

 Industry rules of thumb 

 Infrastructure capacity 

 ABAG projections 
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USE – AND DOCUMENT! - DATA 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This goes back to Christian’s point about the need for “substantial evidence” and the Glendale case law. Market – ok to use market analysis from nearby communities, assuming they are similar enough. Christian – animate it so that items on list come up on click – w picture?
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1. Calculate full buildout 

+Land use designations and density 

+Mix of uses  

+Possibility of subdivision 

- Environmental constraints 

- Space for roads and infrastructure 

- Existing units/sf redeveloped 
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CALCULATE HORIZON DEVELOPMENT 
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CALCULATIONS 

2. Work backwards to horizon 
development 
+Vacant sites 
+Underutilized sites  
+Sites very likely or somewhat likely 
to redevelop 
+ Approved and pipeline projects  
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SPREADSHEET COLUMNS 

 Site size 
 X Percent of site developable 
 X Allowed density 
 = Total units or SF 
 X Percent built by horizon year 
 = Horizon development  
 Rationale 
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LOCATE HORIZON DEVELOPMENT 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Christian: want meaningful traffic analysis and mitigations but what about ag. 



quantitative spatial 
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QUANTITATIVE VS. SPATIAL 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
QUANTITATIVELOS/VMTPollutant emissionsGHG emissionsNoise Students generatedParkland demandWater and wastewater generated SPATIALAgricultural landHabitat Cultural resourcesGeotechnical hazardsFlood and fire hazardsLand use conflictsNo site-specific mitigations will be designed at the GP phase. We don’t expect it all to develop and due to this uncertainty we are assuming all. Mitigations/policies will apply to any/all development. Put programmatic mitigations in place now. Different than traffic – can’t design every intersection for maximum impact. Therefore must put in most reasonable assumption of what is going to happen. 



 

Show your math 

Don’t disregard full buildout 

EIR projections don’t regulate future land 
use 

Plan should include a trigger for additional 
analysis if/when horizon development is 
reached – IF required by CEQA 
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CAUTIONS 



15604 (b) 
The determination of whether a project may 
have a significant effect on the environment 
calls for careful judgment on the part of the 
public agency involved, based to the extent 
possible on scientific and factual data. An 
ironclad definition of significant effect is not 
always possible because the significance of an 
activity may vary with the setting. For example, 
an activity which may not be significant in an 
urban area may be significant in a rural area. 
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PRACTITIONER’S ROLE 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A planner, an attorney and a consultant walk into a bar; they proceed to have a 2 hour discussion on the best methodology for ordering a drink.The CEQA process for me is something imposed upon my professional activities; a necessary process but not the focus of my professional endeavors.  However, have worked on enough projects, an in particular long-range planning where CEQA use can become more ‘creative’, to be a seasoned CEQA user and on ocassions have been asked to share the knowledge gained through these experiences.Usually Lead Agency – define the project (and alternatives)The word “project” appears in the AEP CEQA handbook 3,081 times.The term “lead agency” appears in the AEP CEQA handbook 985 times.
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EXAMPLE PROJECTS 

  Vision North San Jose 

  Envision San Jose 2040 

  Morgan Hill 2035 

  Santa Clara General Plan /  Housing Element 
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VISION NORTH SAN JOSE 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Major policy update to raise allowable FAR in NSJ.Linked to DT Strategy Update and LOS Policy “protected intersections” – all three adopted 2005.Added 32,000 DU and 26.7 million sq. ft. of development capacity in NSJ.Context – Policy had been part of a regional agreement in late 1980s to manage traffic with an FAR cap.  Other jurisdictions had moved on.“Size matters”  also “politics matters”.  



VISION NORTH SAN JOSE 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Objective:  A “bullet proof” EIR;  expected lawsuit.City’s primary objective in adding housing was to allow for trip internalization.  But also in part to avoid criticism from other cities.  Ironically sued by Santa Clara because of housing.  (Also sued by County and Milpitas over traffic impacts).Judge found not fault with CEQA analysisHowever ruled that cities should work together to address regional traffic issues and come up with a common methodology for addressing traffic impacts in other jurisdictions.EIR was ‘project level’ for near term (5 year horizon) and program level for long term (20 year horizon)Horizon year of NSJ Policy exceeded current GP horizon year



VISION NORTH SAN JOSE 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Prepared land use data for traffic modeling.Created spreadsheet (something like this) Approximately 1800 parcels.  Started with data dump from County, checked against aerial photos and permit records – about a 2 week process.Used spreadsheet to identify ‘build out potential’ of current policies and to determine build out capacity of new FAR cap.Simplified in that Plan established specific DU and Sq. Ft. capacity (rather than a land use plan)



VISION NORTH SAN JOSE 
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Project ?? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Community concern1st WSA in SJ.Water District issues:Overly conservative assumptions?Relationship to UWMP



VISION NORTH SAN JOSE 
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Project ?? 



ENVISION SAN JOSE 2040 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Comprehensive Update of the San Jose General PlanEnded up being most comprehensive update in 35 years.



ENVISION SAN JOSE 2040 
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  Data Driven 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
San Jose tracks development activity and develops formulas for likely development based on historic trends by Planning AreaUses reasonable forecast (not max);



ENVISION SAN JOSE 2040 
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  Ground Truthing 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Vacant / Underutilized Land InventoryHistorically a map maintained by San Jose from aerial photos reviewed by hand – transitioned to GIS with automatically populated unit projections (e.g., GP density X acreage).Reviewed all parcels identified as having >3 DU; result was about 50% reduction in projected units.



ENVISION SAN JOSE 2040 
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  Plan in Context 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
enjoyed throwing challenges at our GIS specialist.It was important to me to show the Land Use Plan in context of other cities.  



ENVISION SAN JOSE 2040 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
GP (Task Force) process spent much time deliberating over background issues, such as role of ABAG projections.



ENVISION SAN JOSE 2040 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Initial EIR Scope included full analysis of four land use scenario + No Project.  Used as a decision making tool.



ENVISION SAN JOSE 2040 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Scenarios were translated into geographic data sets.“Growth Areas” were identified on the map based on visual observation / analysis.Job and housing growth was distributed geographically into the Growth Areas based upon overall amount of growth for each scenario and prioritization of growth areas.  Growth Areas included Downtown, North San Jose, sites near light rail, sites near heavy rail, sites along bus corridors, existing commercial corridors, larger commercial centers, small commercial (neighborhood oriented) centers.   Each scenario had a different strategy for distribution of growth as well as different amounts of growth; with some correlation between variables.



ENVISION SAN JOSE 2040 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each Scenario was also presented in table format (with an attempt to make it as user friendly as possible).  Table includes breakdown of jobs into different types of jobs that would inform traffic modeling.  Also identifies densities (service population per capita) that would result for each growth areas.  Individual growth areas were identified and grouped in categories by type.This graphic represents amount of job and housing growth in different growth areas (from the map) in categories.  Along with this type of data, TF provided with numerical results of traffic modeling, etc., + text description.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Graphic representation of different scenarios provided to TF to aid in decision making processThis graphic represents amount of job and housing growth in different growth areas (from the map) in categories.  Along with this type of data, TF provided with numerical results of traffic modeling, etc., + text description.



ENVISION SAN JOSE 2040 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once a scenario was selected, decision makers wanted to understand it in context of ABAG projections (for SJ as well as County).Regional traffic modeling based on ABAG projections, so Plan needed to analyze difference.



ENVISION SAN JOSE 2040 
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“San Jose pays up to settle lawsuit that 
threatened general plan” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
San Jose’s General Plan challenged by a frequent CEQA litigator.  He indicated to the City that he objected to the State’s approach to Greenhouse Gas mitigation (AB32 SB 270) and that since San Jose was the first big city GP to come along under the State’s rules, he felt compelled to file a lawsuit.



MORGAN HILL 2035 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
May seem like going backwards from 2040 to 2035; less ambitious Planning Exercise = nearer Horizon Year (e.g., less aspirational, more practical).Scale of community = long-range and near-term almost sameLess data available; smaller scope EIR, more use of assumptions vs. data (e.g., mid-point of density ranges, full buildout of residential due to limited land supply)



MORGAN HILL 2035 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Image from plan introduction includes SJ (but Morgan Hill only partially shown and Gilroy is left out).Amount of growth contemplated doesn’t have regional implicationsAssumed full build-out of housing (based on market demand; conservative approach since City was proposing to establish a cap on housing development).Assumed limited build-out of commercial (based on historical data)



SANTA CLARA GENERAL PLAN 
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SANTA CLARA GENERAL PLAN 

3 Phases  
2010 - 2015 2016 - 2023 2023 - 2035 

64 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Plan included phases with ‘prerequisite’ studies to transition between phases.Growth projection for the overall GP (2035) was projected to occur at a steady rate so that the same amount would occur each year.  Land uses change by phase to accommodate projected growth with new housing areas added in later phases.



SANTA CLARA GENERAL PLAN 

Job Growth vs. GP Assumption 

Sq. Ft. Finaled 

65 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Growth assumptions ‘conservative’ due to down economy.
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Sheet1

				GP Assumption		Actual

		2011		500000		179200

		2012		1000000		324300

		2013		1500000		1486100

		2014		2000000		2233100

		2015		2500000		2589300

		2016		3000000		2887900

				To resize chart data range, drag lower right corner of range.







SANTA CLARA GENERAL PLAN 

Units Finaled 

Housing vs. GP Assumption 
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Chart1

		2011		2011
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Sheet1

				GP Assumption		Actual

		2011		500		55

		2012		1000		167

		2013		1500		228

		2014		2000		338

		2015		2500		868

		2016		3000		911

				To resize chart data range, drag lower right corner of range.







SANTA CLARA GENERAL PLAN 

Forecast based on projects 
with planning entitlement 

More Jobs on the Way 
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Chart1
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Sheet1

				GP Assumption		Actual + Forecast

		2011		500000		179200

		2012		1000000		324300

		2013		1500000		1486100

		2014		2000000		2233100

		2015		2500000		2589300

		2016		3000000		2887900

		2017		3500000		5687900

		2018		4000000		8487900

		2019		4500000		11287900

		2020		5000000		14087900

		2021		5500000		16887900

				To resize chart data range, drag lower right corner of range.







SANTA CLARA GENERAL PLAN 

Forecast based on 
projects with planning 
entitlement 

And More Housing on the Way 
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Chart1
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				GP Assumption		Actual

		2011		500		55

		2012		1000		167

		2013		1500		228

		2014		2000		338

		2015		2500		868

		2016		3000		911

		2017		3500		1911

		2018		4000		2911

		2019		4500		3911

		2020		5000		4911

		2021		5500		5911

				To resize chart data range, drag lower right corner of range.







SANTA CLARA GENERAL PLAN 
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Housing Element Capacity Analysis 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Projects have come in at high end of density rangeOf 2,274 units forecast in the Housing Element (2023), 1,345 (60%) have been entitled on 32.4 acres (27%) of forecast area Analysis assumed midpoint – generally this is an ‘awkward’ density range.  Every developer has wanted to build at top of range (e.g., 55 DU/AC) which works well for podium project and/or were encouraged by the City to do that to help meet the City’s housing goals.



CONCLUSIONS 
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Be Logical 



CONCLUSIONS 

 
Use Data 
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CONCLUSIONS 

 
Size Matters 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bigger projects will have bigger impacts and require more extensive analysis.



CONCLUSIONS 
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Consider Boundaries 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Consider how your project definition will affect neighboring jurisdictions.Do not stop analysis at boundaries.Coordinate with other cities early and as much as (politically) possibleConsider common approaches for analysis and mitigation (big work item, difficult political process)



CONCLUSIONS 

 
Regional Context a Consideration 

74 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note image from Plan Bay Area website (Silicon Valley SJ is part of plan despite appearances, apparently didn’t fit).Plan Bay Area represents a philosophical shift in regional policy making that has CEQA implications.If following Plan Bay Area minimizes Greenhouse Gas emissions – any change (e.g., less development) could suggest more development elsewhere and thus create impacts.



CONCLUSIONS 

 
Plans don’t determine population growth 
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CONCLUSIONS 

 
Or do they? 
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CONCLUSIONS 

 
Use CEQA as a decision making tool 

77 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Design CEQA scope to enable decision making process, not just to be legally defensible or to satisfy a process requirement.
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